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        Tess 512 

Installation Instructions 

These systems should only be installed by qualified installers who must be aware of 
the hazards involved in lifting and installing heavy equipment and have the 
necessary electrical qualification for the connection and setting of tubular motors 
according to local regulations. 

              Guthrie Douglas Group Ltd 
Heathcote Industrial Estate, Warwick, UK CV34 6TE 
Tel : (+44) 01926 310850 Fax : (+44) 01926 832914 
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1. Sequence of Installation 

The sequence of installation is important: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Install the main frame with the motorised roller 

Install the cable anchor brackets and return pulleys 

Measure, cut and install the support cables 

Fit the fabric to the intermediate and lead hem bars 

Attach the hem bars to the support cables 

Attach the deploy and retract cables 

Verify the retract and deploy action 

Attach the spacing tape to the hem bars and frame 

Verify limit switch settings and support cable tension 

Attach the cover fabric to the frame 
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2. Installation of the main frame, anchor brackets and return pulleys 

Set out the site using the drawing on page 4 

Install the main frame by bolting through the fixing straps provided. Ensure that the 
fixings are suitable for a load of 400Kg per support cable - approximately 200Kg 
pull-out load on each bolt or stud. 

Each fixing strap has two holes 12mm diameter suitable for a M10 bolt or stud 
(Fixings not supplied). 

Install the support cable anchor plates and the return pulleys at the opposite side in 
accordance with the installation drawing. The cable anchor plates have 12mm slots 
suitable for M10 bolts or studs, the return pulley mounting plates have 8.5mm slots 
suitable for M8 fixings (Fixings not supplied). 

Dimension ‘A’, the fixing centre of the return pulley, has two different values, 
depending on the system draw : 

When system draw is less than 12 metres, and standard size cable drums are fitted 
to the barrel, then dimension ‘A’ is equal to 500mm. 

When system draw is greater than 12 metres, and wide cable drums are fitted to the 
barrel, then dimension ‘A’ is equal to 475mm. 

IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT THE SUPPORT CABLES ARE PARALLEL TO 
EACH OTHER. 

Take a measurement at each end from the centre cable anchor to the outer. Verify 
that they are the same and if not slacken the incorrect cable anchor and move the 
plate on the slots provided until the cables are now parallel. Tighten all fixings to the 
manufacturers recommendation. 
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3. Cut and install the support cables 

WARNING - Cutting the cable too short will require purchasing a new cable! Once 
cut it cannot be extended. 

Refer to drawing on Page 6, and Sta-lok instructions supplied. 

IMPORTANT - Fully extend the turnbuckle and apply a light grease to the threads. 

Assemble the turnbuckle with 10-15mm of thread engagement at each end. 

Attach the turnbuckle to the main frame. 

Attach the Sta-Lok fork fitting to the support cable anchor plate. 

Pull the cable as tight as possible by hand and mark the cable so as to leave full 
engagement in the Sta-lok anchor body. 

Detach the cable at both ends. 

Cut the cable using the special cutters available from Guthrie Douglas. Do not use 
any other type. 

Mark, but do not cut, the remaining cables at the same length. 

Fit the Sta-Lok fitting to the cut end referring to the manufacturer’s instructions 
supplied and fit the support cable to the frame and anchor plate. Tighten the 
turnbuckle until there is approximately 100mm of support cable deflexion. When 
tightening the turnbuckle do not let the cable twist, restrain it with a suitable open- 
ended spanner. 

If necessary adjust the cut length of the other cables. Fit the remaining support 
cables in the same way. 
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5. Install the motorised roller 

THE ROLLERS ARE MADE TO SUIT EACH SPECIFIC FRAME, DO NOT 
INTERCHANGE THEM. 

Ensure that the motor cable is fully pressed in to the cable groove in the end of the 
motor head. Fit the motor end of the roller first - locate the motor head into the motor 
mount, and temporarily hold the barrel in position. Swing the barrel into position, 
slide the bobbin shaft into the bobbin bracket and secure it with the bolt provided 
(only if dismounted for ease of installation of the frame). Fit the security clip to the 
motor head, ensuring that it fits correctly into the grooves in the motor head and 
motor mount. Tighten the security clip clamping screw. Ensure that the motor cable 
is not pinched by the security clip. 

Connect a test lead to the motor and check it will operate in both directions. 
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Assemble hembar 
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6. Assemble the intermediate hem bars and fabric 

1. Assemble 3 pieces item 20 (plate with two studs) and 2 pieces item 60 (M6 
   hex head screw) in the Tee slots at the top of the intermediate hem bars as 
   per GDP21203 (The plate is fitted to the upper slot, the M6 screw to the lower 
   slot). 

2. Move these fixings to the approximate spacing of the support cables. 

3. Do not fit the pulley assemblies and fixing nuts yet. Leave the end caps off at 
   this stage. For convenience mark the centre of each hem bar to aid 
   installation of the centre pulley later. 

4. The fabrics have a rod in a pocket at each edge suitable for the grooves in the 
   hem bars. Slide the hem bars on to the fabric panels, and fit the hem bar end 
   caps. 

7. Assemble the lead hem bar 

1. The lead hembar is normally supplied already assembled. The assembly 
   instructions are provided below for reference, should the hembar be dis- 
   assembled for any reason. 

2. The assembly of the lead hembar and fabric is similar to the Intermediate 
   Hembar described above, with the addition of the Grip-Lock brackets. 

3. Assemble 3 pieces item 30 (short plate with two studs), 2 pieces item 110 
   (long plate with two studs), and 2 pieces item 50 (hex head screw) to the Tee 
   slot at the top of the lead hem bar as per GDP21967. 

4. Fit the Grip Lock Mounting Angles, Item 110, which must be orientated 
   correctly – refer to GDP23774 (System draw <12m) or GDP23888 (System 
   draw > 12m). The lateral positioning of the Grip Lock Mounting Angles is 
   defined by the positions of the cable drums – see GDP23774 or GDP23888. 
   Set them to these positions, they will be adjusted later in the installation. 

5. Move the pulley fixings to the approximate spacing of the support cables. 
   Leave the end caps off at this stage. 

6. Fit the first fabric panel linking the lead hem bar to the first of the intermediate 
   hem bars, and fit the lead hem bar end caps 
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8. Assemble the hem bars to the support cables 

1. Starting with the intermediate hem bar nearest to the roller, lift all the hem 
   bars and fabrics together and position them to the underside of the support 
   cables. This is best carried out in the centre of the opening as they will have a 
   tendency to roll towards the lowest point. 

2. Fit the support pulley sub-assemblies above the hem bar, assembling the 
   fixing nuts loosely, so that the hem bar is suspended on the support cables. 

3. Adjust the position of the centre pulley assembly to the centre of the hem bar 
   and tighten its fixings (this position should have been marked earlier). Adjust 
   the outer pulley sub assembly positions to align with the support cables, but 
   leave the fixings loose. 

4. Repeat for all hem bars, including the lead hem bar. Now tighten the outer 
   hem bar pulley fixings so that they are all in line. 

5. Fit 3 off Clamp Rings supplied to the support cable. To be fitted at the end of 
   the turnbuckle swaging as shown on the installation drawing. 
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9. Attach the retract and deploy control cables 

The retract cable is already fitted to the cable drum on the roller and has a spring at 
Its free end followed by a short tail. The deploy cable is supplied loose in a coil. 

1. Push all the hem bars towards the main frame so as to position the lead hem 
   bar as close to the main frame as possible. 

2. Using the motor unwind retract cable from the drums on the roller but maintain 
   tension on the retract cable at all times to prevent it from uncoiling. When 
   sufficient retract cable has been unwound to reach the hem bar, stop. 

3. Loosen the locknut on the grip lock and attach the retract cable to the grip 
   lock on the lead hem bar via the spring provided. Retract the blind fully 
   using the motor. Set the retract limit switch position – refer to the motor 
   manufacturers instructions below. 

4. Measure out on the ground two lengths of cable each twice the draw of the 
   system plus 2 metres. These are the deploy cables. Wrap one full turn onto 
   the deploy end of each cable drum, insert the cable end into the cable hole in 
   the drum and lock with the grub screws provided. The cable will wrap over the top  
   of the cable the drum. 

5. Slacken the lock-nut on the grip lock for the deploy cable. Take the free end of 
   the deploy cable, pass it through the return pulley from above, and attach it to 
   the lead hem bar by pushing it through the grip lock fitted. 

6. Pull the cable until the spring in the retract cable starts to extend. Make sure 
   both retract and deploy cables are adjusted to the same length and tension. 
   Cut off the surplus cable and tighten all the lock nuts. 

10. Pulley alignment 

1. Using the motor, test the system over its full travel and set the limit switches 
   so the hem bar stops about 100mm from each end. 

2. In both deployed and retracted conditions, check the lateral position of the 
   hem bar support pulleys on their support cables. Slacken the fixing nuts of 
   any misaligned pulleys, and adjust. 

3. In the deployed condition, the deploy cables should be aligned directly with 
   the return pulleys. In the retracted condition, the retract cables should meet 
   the filled retract cable drum at right angles – see GDP23774 (System draw < 
   12m) or GDP23888 (System draw > 12m). Adjust the position of the Grip 
   Lock Mounting Angles in the lead hem bar tee slot for best alignment. 
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4. Assemble the two tapes to each hem bar as shown in GDP237744 or 
   GDP23888. The tapes have been pre-punched at intervals to give the 
   required shape to the deployed fabric. 

5. The tapes should be straight when the system is deployed. Equalise the 
   measurement of each tape mounting point from the end of the hem bar to 
   achieve this (360mm from the end of each hembar). 

6. Mount the fixed ends of the tapes to the fixing plates on the frame, ensuring 
   that the tape lengths are equal on both sides. Do not cut off the surplus tape 
   length until final adjustment of tape length later in the installation. 

11. Verify limit switch setting and support cable tension. 

1. Adjust both limit switches so that the blind travels the required amount. 

2. With the blind deployed, using the tape, pull the last support bar back towards 
   the main frame and clamp in the required position. Do not cut off the surplus 
   until the system has been tested from one end to the other of its travel. 

3. Check and finally adjust the support cable tension. Use the cable tension 
   gauge supplied. When the blind is fully deployed adjust the support cable 
   tension so that the tension in each cable is 600 Kg f (550 Kg f when daily 
   temperatures exceed 30 °C). When adjusting the tension it will be necessary 
   to retract the blind to reduce the cable load so that the turnbuckles operate 
   easily. 

12. Fit the cover fabric to the frame 

After all adjustments have been completed clip the hem bar of the end cover fabric to 
the underside of the frame using the karabiners provided. 
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Wiring/ Verkabelung/ Câblage 

E/ E/ T green-yellow/ 
Grün-Gelb/ vert-jaune 
N/ N/ N blue/ Blau/ bleu 
L/ P/ P black/ Schwarz/ noir 
L/ P/ P brown/ Braun/ brun 

earth/ Erde/ terre 

neutral/ Neutral/ neuter 
live/ Phase/ phase 
live/ Phase/ phase 

supply required: 240V AC – 1,2 A 

Do not connect 2 motors in parallel, use a relay. 

Maintenance 

The system contains no serviceable parts. Where required, replacement 
components should be sought from the supplier of the equipment. 
A regular 6 monthly inspection of the blind system is recommended. 
• Visual inspection – Check for fabric damage, foreign objects that would impede the 
operation of the blind, tension cable wear or damage and free running of all pulleys 
within system. 
• Fixings – Ensure all fixings are tight and that the correct width of the guides is 
maintained over their length. 
• Operate blind via test switch – Ensure correct fabric tracking and stopping position 
of fabric. Adjust as necessary. 
• Electrics – Check all wiring for loose connectors or damaged cabling. Where fitted, 
check operation of any automatic devices such as wind over-ride. 

The above is meant as an indication of the maintenance requirements of the Tess 
system. 
For further details or queries, please refer to your original supplier. 
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Motor Limit switches – ALTUS RTS Radio Controlled Motors 

IMPORTANT 
• Only power up one motor at a time. 
• Have the transmitter within 3m of the motor during setting process. 
• Motors acknowledge by running briefly in both directions (double shuffle). 
• Motors only run in deadman (impulse) mode until a transmitter is added to the 
memory. 

Setting Motor Limits 
   1. Connect the mains supply to the motor. This should be via an isolator switch 
      in case the programming has to be wiped. 
   2. Press the up and down button at the same time to initiate programming; the 
      motor will operate in then out for half a second (a double shuffle). The motor 
      operation will be impulse only at this stage. 

Checking Motor Direction 
Press the up button on the transmitter. The blind should retract. If the motor direction 
is incorrect then press the middle stop button for approximately 2 seconds. The 
motor will do a double shuffle and the direction will have been reversed. 

Setting the End Limits 
   1. Press & hold the down button and the motor will deploy. Continue this until the 
      required deployed position is reached, use the up/down buttons to achieve the 
      correct position. 
   1. To memorise the fully deployed position press the stop and up button 
      simultaneously. The motor will then run automatically in the retract direction. 

2. When the motor arrives at the desired retract position press the stop button. 
   Should it be necessary to adjust the final position use the up/down buttons. 

3. To memorise the limit position press the stop and down buttons 
   simultaneously. The motor will now run in the deploy direction. To validate the 
   settings press and hold the stop button for 2 seconds. The motor will stop 
   and then do the double shuffle. 

Confirming the Master Transmitter 
To operate the motor in stable mode press the programming button on the back of 
the handset for approximately 1 second; the motor will again do the double shuffle. 
This is now the master transmitter and can be used to programme additional 
transmitters. 

Programming additional Transmitters 
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To programme additional transmitters do the following: press the master transmitter 
programming key for approximately 2 seconds, the motor will do the double shuffle. 
Take the new transmitter and select the required channel. Press the programming 
key for 1 second, the motor will again do the double shuffle and is now 
programmed. 

Re-adjustment of end limits 
   1. The end limits can be altered as follows: Go to the required limit position. 
   2. Press simultaneously the up / down buttons for approximately 5 seconds, the 
      motor will do the double shuffle. 
   3. Adjust the motor to the new position with the up / down buttons. 
   4. Validate the new position by pressing the stop button for 2 seconds; the 
      motor will do the double shuffle. 
   5. Please note: the motor must be on the limit to be adjusted. If the limit cannot 
      be reached then the programming will have to be cancelled and then re- 
      started. 

Cancelling the Programming & Settings 
  1. In order to undertake this successfully a mains power switch is essential and 
     the timings given are the minimum. If the timing is too quick then the 
     programming will not be cancelled and will have to be repeated. 
  2. Turn off the power supply to all motors that you do not want cancelled out of 
     the programming. Failure to do so will cancel all programmed motors. 
  3. With the mains switch turn off the power supply for 2 seconds. 
  4. Switch on the power for between 5 and 15 seconds. 
  5. Switch off the power for 2 seconds. 
  6. Switch the power supply back on and the motor will run in a random direction 
     for 5 seconds. 
  7. Validate the programming by pressing and holding the “programming key” for 
     more than 7 seconds. Maintain the pressure until the motor does the double 
     shuffle and a few seconds later it will do it again. If this does not happen then 
     the cancellation of the programming is not complete and it will have to be 
     repeated from the beginning. 

8. Faulty Programming 
1. If during the programming process the mains supply is turned off then back on 
   then a situation could be encountered where the motor will do nothing. This is 
   because the programming mode is still active. 
2. Complete the operation by pressing the programme key. This will take the 
   motor out of programming mode and it can then have the programming 
   cancelled to restore it to “factory default”. The programming process can then 
   be repeated. 
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